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Introduction

Brief Introduction
The laser equipment is based on the principle of selective photothermal effect of 
laser light. The machine using nd-yag solid-state lasers and advanced laser 
Q-switching technology, and laser frequency conversion technology. Laser 
Q-Switch is like a high-speed shutter, can emit laser energy in a very shot time to 
form a high energy density of giant pulse.



How does it work?

The Q-switched ND: YAG laser delivers light of specific wavelengths with high energy 
which are absorbed by the pigment and result in a shockwave. The shockwave shatters 
the pigment particles, releasing them from their encapsulation and breaking them into 
fragments small enough for removal by the body. These tiny particles are then eliminated 
by the body. Since this specific wavelength can only be absorbed by pigment particles, no 
injury to skin and normal tissues will occur.
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Applications
Epidermal pigment: Body Tattoo, Eye line and brow Tattoo
Dermal pigment:Nevus of Ota, Aging Spot, Freckle
Laser facial: oil control, skin rejuvenation, skin pore improvement

Scope of  treatment

Before & After



Laser output method              Pulse adjusting Q
Consumed power                    800W
working Laser wavelength           1064nm;532nm;1320nm
Laser pulse wideth                    8ns±2ns
Output frequency                    1Hz,2Hz,3hz 4hz 5Hz;6hz
Single pulse max output energy   100-2000mJ
Cooling system                             Water cooling + air cooling
Physical dimension                    260×430×300
net weight                                     15kg

Technical parameter



Advantage

Painless:No need of anasthesia during operation; 

Easy to control:very friendly operation display screen,so easy to handle it.

Aluminum alloy package, convenient for transportation.

Popular with patients and easy to get the investment back.

Safety:No side effect,No harm to normal skin,the certain wavelength laser just 
take effect on abnormal skin; 

Different heads for different pigment treatment.

Big power, high energy, perfect treatment effect.

Special designed cooling system ensures constantly working.

Adopt the superior crystal accessories(xenon lamp,crystal),which greatly ensure 
the work stability and powerful energy. 



3 probesfeatures

DescriptionFunnctionWavelength

532nm wavelength: get rid of freckles, eye-
brow tattoo, failed eye line tattoo, tattoo , 
lips line, pigment, telangiectasia in shallow 
red, brown and pink and etc. light color

1064nm wavelength: get rid of freckles and 
yellow brown spot, eyebrow tattoo, failed 
eye line tattoo, tattoo, Birthmark and Nevus 
of Ota, pigmentation and age spot, nevus in 
black and blue, scarlet red, deep coffee and 
etc. deep color. 

Flat mirror wavelength: shrink pores remov-
al, poblackhead removal, skin tightening 
and whitening, skin rejuvenation, wrinkle re-
moval



Features LCD and operation system

8 inch big LCD display screen

Intelligent self-checking system, check water flow and temperature automatically, 
which confirm the safety, Stability and longer life of the machine 

Clear&convenient opertion touch screen, humanization operation system



Exploded diagram

Contact us 
Beijing Nubway S & T Co., Ltd.
Address: Room 805 No.12 Yabao Road,Chaoyang District, 
Bejing 100020, China  
E-mail: nubway@nubway.com
Phone: +86 10 51206522   
Website: www.nubway.net 

We are professional 
manufacture with best en-
g ineers  and techn ica l  
team, R &D team and ser-
vice team. All our products 
are developed and de-
signed by ourselves. We 
s u p p l y  p r o f e s s i o n a l  
OEM/ODM service. We 
can  give you the best 
technical and service sup-
port. 


